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Overview

∎ Opportunity Zones:  A new economic incentive 
under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act to incentivize 
investment in low-income communities.

President Trump signs the TCJA.



Overview

“a sort of domestic                          
tax haven”
—The New York Times



Overview

“As all of downtown Rochester has been 
designated an opportunity zone, there is great 

potential for the revitalization of the heart of our 
community.”

—Josh Gewolb & Laura Smith,                           
Rochester Business Journal  



Benefits 

∎ Capital gains tax on sale of original investment 
liability freezes for the life of the investment in a 
Qualified Opportunity Fund or until December 31, 
2026 

∎ If a taxpayer invests capital gains in a Qualified 
Opportunity Fund for: 
– 5 years: 10% of the capital gains is eliminated  

– 7 years: 15% of the capital gains is eliminated

– 10 years: Taxpayer pays (i) no additional capital gains on 
the sale of the original investment and (ii) no capital 
gains tax on sale of the opportunity zone investment



Downtown Rochester



New York State





QOF Entity 

∎ Investment needs to be through a “Qualifying 
Opportunity Fund”
– Can be an existing entity or a new entity
– Can be a corporation or a partnership

• Traditional choice of entity issues apply
• Partnerships preferred for real estate investments

∎ Investors must have an equity interest
– Can be preferred stock/partnership interest with special 

allocation

∎ Many unanswered questions under existing guidance
– Consider delaying action until further guidance issued



Investor Types 

∎ Permitted Investor Types:  Individuals, C 
corporations (including RICs and REITs), 
partnerships, S corporations, or trusts or estates. 
– Excludes single member LLCs, but potential workaround

∎ Investor mix that has capital gain for deferral may 
be different than regular investment mix.

∎ Interesting issues where fund has both investors 
seeking Opportunity Zone deferral and those that 
are not.

∎ Special rules for partnership investors.



Timing

∎ Timing: Investment must be made 180 days 
from the day on which the gain would be 
recognized for federal income tax purposes.

∎ Traditional capital call structure may not work.

∎ Project does not need to be commenced 
immediately.
– Interaction with preferred return.

∎ Reinvestment of QOF gains will be permitted, 
but IRS hasn’t provided rules yet.



Investment

∎ The Fund entity may:
– Directly invest in real estate or other property located in 

the opportunity zone

– Invest in a corporation or partnership located in the 
opportunity zone

∎ At least 90% of a Qualified Opportunity Fund’s 
assets must be located in an Opportunity Zone
– Financial statement valuation

∎ Property must be acquired after December 31, 
2017



Real Property in 
Opportunity Zone            

(90%)

Other Assets

>10% located in an 
Opportunity Zone

Qualified Opportunity 
Fund

QOF Owns Real Property Directly



Investment

∎ If the fund holds interests in other entities, 70% 
of the property of those entities must be 
located in the opportunity zone.

– In this structure as little as 63% (90% x 70%) of the 
property can be in the opportunity zone. 

∎ Active business requirement

– Question on triple net leases



Real Property

∎ Qualified Opportunity Fund must “substantially 
improve” real property within a 30 month 
period.

– An amount equal to the purchase price of the 
property (excluding land value) must be spent on 
improvements in this period.

∎ Vacant land does not appear to qualify for the 
program.

– Treasury has requested comments on this topic.



Safe Harbor

∎ 31-month working capital safe harbor

– A reasonable amount of working capital can be retained 
for this period. 

– There must be a written schedule under which the 
assets must be spent within 31 months.

– Assets must be actually used in a manner consistent 
with the schedule.

∎ Some uncertainty on applicability to direct real 
estate investments.  HSE believes safe harbor is 
applicable.



Depreciation

∎ Initially no outside basis, so no depreciation of 
new property to extent of rollover

∎ Basis increases at Years 5 and 7 and 12/31/26, 
allowing depreciation

∎ Lack of clarity surrounding depreciation issues



Compliance

∎ Compliance must be demonstrated semi-
annually 

– Set up should be timed to avoid testing date 
occurring shortly thereafter (i.e. wait until 2019)

– Penalties for non-compliance



Other Credits and Incentives

∎ Qualified Opportunity Fund can also take 
advantage of other benefits 

– Historic tax credits

– Low-income housing tax credits

– Brownfield tax credits 



Local Application Discussion



Questions? 

Joshua E. Gewolb, Esq.
JGewolb@hselaw.com

585-231-1151

Laura M. Smith, Esq.
LMSmith@hselaw.com

585-231-1374

mailto:JGewolb@hselaw.com
mailto:LMSmith@hselaw.com


This presentation is provided as a service to clients and friends of Harter Secrest & Emery LLP. It is intended for general information purposes only and should not

be considered as legal advice. The contents are neither an exhaustive discussion nor do they purport to cover all developments in the area. The reader should

consult with legal counsel to determine how applicable laws relate to specific situations. Attorney Advertising. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome.



Appendix: 2018 Investment Example

18 19 21 2620 2722 2823 24 25 29

Investment purchased 
4/4/18 
$100 rollover, $0 basis

Basis Step Up
4/4/23
$10 basis

Basis Step Up
4/4/25
$15 basis

Deemed Sale
12/31/26
$85 Gain

Disposition 
5/6/29
No tax



OPPORTUNITY ZONES

Leveraging Community Impact



Why were 
they 

established?

New business formation 
is near a record low.  

The average distressed 
community saw a 6% 

decline in local 
businesses during the 

prime years of the 
national economic 

recovery.

The U.S. economy 
is increasingly 

dependent on a 
handful of places 
for growth.  Five 

metro areas 
produced as many 
new businesses as 

the rest of the 
country combined 
from 2010-2014.  

Now is the time to 
diversify.

More than half of 
America’s most 
economically 

distressed 
communities 

contained both fewer 
jobs and businesses in 
2015 than they did in 

2000.



The New York Times described the 
new Opportunity Zones program as:

“. . . an attempt to grapple with a 
yawning hole in the recovery from 

the Great Recession:  the fact that, 
in huge swaths of the country, the 

economic recovery has yet to 
arrive.”  

Why were 
they 

established?



An estimated $2.2 trillion in 
unrealized capital gains from 

profitable investments in stocks and 
mutual funds sit on the books of 
individuals and corporations . . . 

. . . a significant untapped resource 
for economic development. 

Why were 
they 

established?



There are estimates that over $6 
trillion of assets (U.S. and foreign) 
will ultimately flow into Qualified 

Opportunity Zones.

The key will be connecting  
investors to projects in our region.

Why were 
they 

established?



POTENTIAL 
USES FOR 

DOWNTOWN

DOWNTOWN INNOVATION ZONE (DIZ) –
new funding pipeline to invest in tech 
and other startups

XEROX TOWER – 580,636 SF of vacant 
space – could incentivize a sale of the 
property and/or support new tenancy

KODAK OFFICE – 452,000 SF of vacant 
space in Buildings 10 & 15 – could 
incentivize certain kinds of tenancy

SIBLEY SQUARE, ONE EAST AVENUE, 
FIRST FEDERAL BUILDING – grow office 
tenancy



POTENTIAL 
USES IN 

ROCHESTER

SELECTED URBAN COMMERCIAL 
CORRIDORS – layered with City’s new  
Revitalize Rochester Fund, could 
strengthen and densify business districts 
in distressed neighborhoods

CONNECTED COMMUNITIES – attract 
owner/investors in the EMMA and 
Beechwood neighborhoods

GROWING URBAN BUSINESSES – new tool 
for Rochester’s Urban Entrepreneurship 
Ecosystem that can be used with other 
services and incentives



POTENTIAL 
USES ACROSS 
THE REGION

URBAN & RURAL BUSINESSES – could 
access venture capital for sectors with 
real growth potential here: 

 Software and IT

 Video game developers

 AR, VR and AI enterprises

 Energy innovation

 Life sciences

 Optics, Photonics & Imaging

 Advanced manufacturing

 Food & beverage manufacturing

 Low-tech urban startups

 Employee owned cooperatives

 MWBE enterprises 



Who is constructing 
the QOFs?

How can we get the attention 
of fund-builders to include  

individual projects and 
businesses located in our 

QOZs?

QUESTION #1



Can develop our   
own fund?

National funds are already 
selecting the least risky 

projects and OZs.  In NYS, NYC 
will dominate. What about 

Rochester and other      
Upstate cities? 

QUESTION #2



If the OZ program 
really works, what 

about gentrification?

How can we prevent the 
unintended effect of fueling 
higher real estate prices that 
end up displacing low-income 

people and businesses?

QUESTION #3


